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Currencies	  of	  Modern	  Times	  
	  
	  
© MoneyMuseum 

A glance at the modern currencies at the MoneyMuseum will not only reveal some of the twelve 
currencies which have now been replaced by the euro, but many more that left the stage long ago – such 
as the doubloon, the yefimok and the pistole. There’s no one alive now who can remember actually 
spending them – but how many people have even heard of them? 

The MoneyMuseum also offers a chance to look at the various currencies that are still in circulation on 
our blue planet. The journey begins with the bath from Thailand, and continues via the Russian copeck 
and the United States dollar through the South African rand to the Japanese yen. One click, and the 
journey can begin ... 
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Baht	  

	  

 
 

This is the currency you need in your pocket if you want to buy things in the floating markets of 
Bangkok, or if you’re relaxing in Phuket and recovering from the grey European winter. Thailand, 
whose earlier name, "Siam," still survives in "Siamese twins," introduced a modern-style coinage as late 
as 1860, using minting machines imported from Britain. Before that, Thailand used ball-shaped coins or 
bars in special shapes, such as canoe money, tiger’s tongue or flower money. 
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Crown	  

	  

 
 

This gold coin was introduced in England during the reign of Henry VIII (1509-1547). It was originally 
valued at 4/6, or 4s. 6d., i.e. four shillings and six old pence. The last gold coin of this type was minted 
in 1662 in the reign of Charles II (1660-1685). 
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Cruzado	  Novo	  

	  

 
 

In 1643, the silver cruzado worth 400 réis was introduced in Portugal. Initially, it weighed 22.95 grams, 
which corresponded to the weight of the central European taler coin. Over the following years, however, 
the face value of the silver cruzado was repeatedly increased to finance the war of independence against 
Spain, while the coin's fineness and weight were lowered. In 1688, finally, a cruzado novo was 
introduced; this coin's weight was set on17.32 grams, and even though the coin designated a value of 
400 réis, it was circulated at a nominal amount of 480 réis. 
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Dollar	  

	  

 
 

This silver coin of Spanish origin was officially declared the national currency of the United States in 
1785; its name derived from the German taler. The word "dollar" was originally used for any large 
silver coins from the 16th century onwards, such as the Spanish peso or the British crown. In the United 
States, gold coins with this name were issued from 1837. 
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Doubloon	  (Double	  Escudo,	  Pistole)	  

	  

 
 

If you should be happen to be scuba-diving off the coast of Central America, and encounter the wreck 
of a ship sunk in the 17th century, you will find chests and pots full of these Spanish gold coins. The 
name "doubloon" alludes to two separate doubles: first, the coin is a double ducat, and secondly, it bears 
the double portrait of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain (double reign: 1479-1504) on the 
obverse. A later successor, the double escudo of Philip II of Spain (1556-98) took over the name. The 
richness of Spanish coin-minting at that time was due to the rich gold mines in the Spanish colonies in 
Central and South America. 
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Pistole	  

	  

 
 

Just as the Swiss franc is based on a French forebear, this gold coin was based on a famous Spanish 
gold coin, the double escudo. Known as "pistoles," these coins were minted above all in the Swiss mints 
of Solothurn, Berne, Geneva (this piece) and Fribourg. The ones from Fribourg from the years 1622-23 
and 1635 are especially rare and valuable. 
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Escudo	  

	  

 
 

Who spent his vacation in the Algarve in southern Portugal could pay their hotel bills in this currency 
until the end of February 2002. They needed quite a lot of them, however, since at the end it was only 
worth 0.0049 of a euro or 0.00435 of a dollar. In the past, though, the escudo was worth a lot more. It 
embraced a whole family of Spanish gold coins from the 16th to the 19th century, and was to be found 
all over Europe and Latin America. They were commonly minted in the form of doubles, pieces of four 
and of course the "pieces of eight" made famous by Stevenson’s "Treasure Island." Their fame was no 
accident – in the Spanish colonies of Mexico, Peru and Colombia there was no shortage of gold. 
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Euro	  

	  

 
 

Towards the end of the year 2001, people nostalgically handed their last lire to the Italian waiter on the 
piazza, and bought the typical Munich white sausages with their last deutschmarks. And then, in 
January 2002, the euro, which was originally going to be called the "ecu," took over as actual money, 
after having been used as unit of account for three years. Everywhere a mixture of hope and scepticism 
greeted the change, and 56 billion new coins had to be minted. 
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Excelente	  

	  

 
 

Although its name proclaimed its quality, this Spanish variant of the ducat did not have a long life. The 
royal couple Ferdinand and Isabella introduced this coin, made of Moorish gold, in 1497, so to speak to 
celebrate the Reconquista, the reconquest of Granada from the Arabs. The couple’s crowned busts are 
depicted proudly on the obverse, facing each other. But hardly had Ferdinand and Isabella ceased to 
reign than the escudo replaced their currency. 
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Franc	  

	  

 
 

This currency could be called a child of the French Revolution, albeit with medieval predecessors of 
silver and gold. The year 1795 saw the end of the "livre tournois," the currency of the Ancien Régime in 
France, which had been mainly minted in silver, and its replacement by the franc, which was divided 
into ten "décimes" and 100 "centimes." The Napoleonic Wars spread the new currency all over 
continental Europe. Thanks to its decimal structure, it was adopted in Switzerland, Belgium, 
Luxembourg and many African states. In the Latin currency union of 1865, the French emperor 
Napoleon III attempted to realise his dream of the French currency as the currency of the world. This 
did not succeed, however, but the franc can still be regarded as a world coin in the 19th century. 
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Guinea	  

	  

 
 

This British gold coin, introduced in 1663 and originally worth twenty shillings or one pound, remained 
the principal gold coin in Britain till 1816. It might with justice be called a colonial coin, since its name 
derived from the colony of Guinea in West Africa, whose rich gold reserves were imported into Britain 
by the Africa Company. To commemorate their African origins, many of these coins bear a small 
elephant in their design. The guinea survived in Britain until the end of the "old money," the pre-
decimal currency of shillings and pence, in 1971, though with a value of 21 shillings (£1 1s.), and not as 
an actual coin but only a unit of account, in which the prices of luxury goods such as expensive clothes 
were normally stated. 
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Imperial	  

	  

 
 

This gold Russian ten-rouble coin lives up to its name. And unusually, it was introduced by a woman, 
Tsarina Elizabeth Petrowna in 1755. The obverse shows the portrait of the strong-willed tsarina, who 
was the daughter of Tsar Peter the Great, and an implacable enemy of King Frederick the Great of 
Prussia. She was morganatically married to a court favourite, and in 1755 founded the first Russian 
university, in Moscow. 
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Yefimok	  

	  

 
 

The name of this coin eloquently reflects the nature of east-west exchange. The successful German 
currency from Joachimsthal, the taler, reached Russia in the 16th century by way of trade with western 
Europe. And there, after passing through the Polish version "Yoachimik," its name was Russified into 
"Yefimok." Not only that: between 1653 and 1655, in the course of a coinage reform, Tsar Alexei 
Mikhailovich had about 800,000 talers overstamped in order to make them into Russian currency. They 
only lasted a short time, however – the Russian "talers" lost their validity in 1659. 
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Kopeck	  

	  

 
 

A hundred of these coins are worth one rouble. Under Tsar Peter the Great Russia became the first 
country to introduce a currency based on the decimal system. The first kopeck coin was minted earlier, 
in 1534, as a silver coin that weighed twice as much as the denga, a smaller silver coin weighing less 
than a gram, which had been minted up to that time. The name of the kopeck comes from its design, 
which portrays a horseman with a spear (Russian "kopje," a spear). Its oval shape results from the 
method used to mint it: a piece of silver wire was cut off, hammered flat and stamped, which led to their 
general name "drop kopeck." The kopeck still lives on in Russia, as a low-value copper coin. 
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Krone	  

	  

 
 

The German name of this coin is truly European. Its origins go back to medieval France and its "écu 
d’or à la couronne," or "crowned gold écu." It was prized for its stability, and was soon imitated in 
England and the Low Countries, initially in gold, but from 1551 under Edward VI of England as the 
silver crown, on the model of the taler. In the course of centuries it spread to many European countries, 
to Denmark, Germany, Austria, and in the 19th century even to Portugal, its name always being adapted 
to the local language. The currencies of Scandinavian countries, the Czech Republic and Slovakia are 
still called "krone" (in the appropriate language), a name coming from the design on the first coins of 
the type – a crowned lily. 
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Lira	  

	  

 
 

Until the end of February 2002, you could use such coins to buy a cup of cappuccino. It may seem sad, 
but this currency, with all its Italian style, was replaced by the euro after a long history. Its name goes 
back to the currencies of the northern and central Italian states in the time of Charlemagne. The name 
derives from the Latin "libra," meaning "weighing scales" or "pound," and originally referred to 
multiples of the denarius. From that time onwards (until the euro arrived on the scene), Italy remained 
faithful to its currency through all the vicissitudes of history. The lira was also adopted by San Marino 
and the Vatican City State, both of which now issue their own euros, and has been used in Turkey since 
1933. Until 1980 Israel had a currency "all’italiana," too. 
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Louis	  d’or	  

	  

 
 

This French gold coin of the 17th and 18th centuries bears the name of a whole series of French kings. 
The most illustrious called himself "Sun King," while the most luckless of them was forced to lay his 
head on the block under the guillotine as "Citizen Capet." The coin was introduced in 1641 in the great 
coinage reform of Louis XIII, and its standard corresponded to that of the Spanish pistole. This currency 
was used to build the palace of Versailles and to finance the wars against Holland, Spain and Britain; it 
was last minted during the revolutionary years 1792-93. 
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Mark	  

	  

 
 

"Weight or coin?" one might well ask – and the answer would be "both." The name of this coin refers to 
the standard coin weight which was introduced in the 11th and 12th centuries to replace the Carolingian 
pound. It was divided into eight ounces, and the most widely accepted versions were those from 
Cologne and Troyes. Silver coins with this name were minted from about 1500 onwards, for example in 
Hamburg, Lubeck and Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle). And in Bismarck’s currency reform of 1871, it 
advanced to become the currency of the whole German Reich, and in gold too – thus it was Bismarck 
who succeeded in finally giving Germany a coinage that covered a large area. 
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Peso	  

	  

 
 

Apart from the pirates’ cry of "pieces of eight!" in "Treasure Island," the Spanish real de a ocho, a coin 
weighing 8 reales, is more widely known under this alternative name. It may have been pride in the 
Reconquista, the expulsion of the Moors (Arabs) from southern Spain that led the royal couple 
Ferdinand and Isabella to mint it for the first time in silver in 1497. But it only entered the stage of 
world history when the Spaniards began to exploit their rich silver mines in their central and southern 
American colonies, for example Potosí in Bolivia. The enormous quantities of minted silver from Latin 
America were spread by way of trade throughout the world. As a global and reserve currency it was the 
ancestor of the US dollar, the yen and the yuan. 
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Pound	  sterling	  

	  

 
 

If we meant pounds in weight, we might be doing our best to lose them from round our bellies, but no, 
we are taking of the British currency here, so we’re more likely trying to earn them instead. The Latin 
word for «weight» was «pondus», which was also used for a common unit of weight which became the 
origin of the later pound. In medieval England it acquired the additional name "sterling" and became a 
unit of accounting. In 1489 Henry VII made it into a currency: it was a gold coin worth 20 shillings, 
called a "sovereign" after the portrait of the king on his throne in the design, and was equivalent to the 
sterling weight of 240 pence. The rise of the worldwide British Empire in the 19th century made it the 
world’s most important reserve currency – two-thirds of the world’s trade was financed in it, and a large 
proportion of all currency reserves were held in it. 
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Piaster	  (Peso)	  

	  

 
 

Piaster was the name used in Europe and the Levant (the eastern Mediterranean) for the peso. This 
Spanish silver coin experienced an enormous boom as a result of the exploitation of the rich silver 
reserves in the Spanish colonies, which were minted in Lima, Santa Fé, Potosí, etc. Minted in vast 
numbers, the peso or piaster became the most widespread currency in the western world in the 18th 
century. Soon there were trading coins with this name in Arab countries and North Africa – and if you 
take a handful of small change out of your pocket in Egypt or Syria, Lebanon or Sudan, the coins in 
your hand will be a modern variant of this coin. 
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Piastra	  

	  

 
 

When he entered the Franciscan order, Felice Peretti took a vow of poverty. He demonstrated, however, 
that he was no stranger to money when he was elected pope in 1585. As Pope Sixtus V he introduced 
this large silver coin after reforming the finances of the territories of the Roman Catholic Church. In the 
17th and 18th centuries, silver coins with the same name were minted as trading coins in many Italian 
cities, in Tuscany, the Vatican, the kingdom of Naples, in Sicily and in Genoa. 
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Pistole	  

	  

 
 

The experts can’t quite agree on whether the name of this coin comes from a type of handgun or from 
the Italian word for coin flan, "piastra." However that may be, this Spanish double escudo, called 
variously "dobla," "doblón" or "doubloon," became world-famous and widely prized. It was copied all 
over Europe, from Malta to Norway, and even the French King Louis XIII, in his coinage reform of 
1640, created his "Louis d’or" on the pattern of the double escudo – even though in other respects he 
was an enemy of anything to do with the Hapsburgs. 
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Portugaleser	  

	  

 
 

The name of this coin is German, and refers to Portuguese coins that made their way northward, such as 
this heavy gold coin worth ten cruzados, introduced in 1499 by Manuel I. It reflects the riches, above all 
in the form of gold from Africa, that flowed to Portugal as a colonial power. And its inscription is 
confident: "in hoc signo vinces" (in this sign [the cross] you will conquer). This impressive coin, which 
was well suited to being a present, was soon imitated in the north of Germany and Northern Europe. In 
Hamburg, where most of these "expatriate Portuguese" coins were minted, the name «Portugaleser» 
survives as a term for gold medals awarded for special purposes. 
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Rand	  

	  

 
 

This coin is, indirectly at least, a child of the South African apartheid system of racial separation. It was 
introduced by the apartheid regime as South Africa’s official currency, replacing the pound sterling, 
after South Africa had been expelled from the British Commonwealth in 1961 because of its racial 
policies, but it has been retained after the end of apartheid. It was first minted in gold from 1961; since 
1965 it has been minted in silver, and since 1979 in bronze. The most characteristic feature of its design 
is the springbok. 
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Rappen	  

	  

 
 

This is the German name for a Swiss centime, a hundredth of a Swiss franc, the smallest Swiss coin. In 
the 15th century it was worth a good deal more, namely two "stäbler." The experts are divided on the 
origin of the name "rappen" – does it come from the eagle’s head on the 14th-century Freiburg pfennigs, 
which was taken to be the head of a raven (in German "Rabe")? Or was it called after the German word 
"Rappe" meaning a black horse, because its low silver content caused it to tarnish easily and become 
black? One thing the experts are sure of, though – it has nothing to do with rap music! 
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Real	  de	  a	  ocho	  

	  

 
 

This Spanish "royal eight," introduced by Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile in 1497, had a 
veritably world-wide career, though only thanks to the rich silver deposits in the Spanish overseas 
colonies. In the course of 350 years, Mexico City alone is said to have minted three billion of these 
large silver coins! This immense issue made the peso, or piastre, as it was also called, the leading coin 
in the world until the end of the Spanish Empire at the beginning of the 19th century. Whereas there are 
very beautiful examples of this coin from Spain, especially from Segovia, those from South America are 
often extremely coarsely made, due to the mass production methods used. This led people in Europe to 
assume they had been hurriedly minted on board ship on the way across the Atlantic! 
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Reichsguldiner	  

	  

 
 

The name of this coin sounds as though it might be made of gold, but no, it’s a large silver coin worth 
60 to 72 kreuzers, which was intended to become the standard imperial coin in the Holy Roman Empire 
(as Germany was called for centuries). That at any rate was the plan laid down in 16th-century coinage 
ordinances (e.g. those of Esslingen and Augsburg), and the design, showing a double-headed German 
imperial eagle, eloquently expresses this intention. However, the mints of northern and central Germany 
resisted the plan and preferred its rival, the taler. Thus the reichsguldiner ended up circulating only in 
southern Germany and Austria. 
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Reichstaler	  

	  

 
 

Who’s for a reichsguldiner worth 60 kreuzers, and who wants it to be worth 68 kreuzers? The question 
as to which of these two large silver coins was to become the imperial currency of the Holy Roman 
Empire (medieval Germany) split 16th-century Germany into two camps: the "gulden lands" (southern 
Germany and Austria), and the "taler lands" (northern and central Germany). In the end it was the taler, 
the rival of the reichsguldiner, that won the day, and the career of the taler, the most important world 
currency of its day, born in 1484 in Tyrol under its ruler Archduke Sigismund, embarked on its great 
success story. The taler was imitated in the Netherlands and Sweden, and later became the model for the 
United States dollar. 
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Ringgit	  

	  

 
 

In the 18th and 19th centuries this was the Malay name of the Spanish-American peso, and today it is 
the name of the Malaysian currency. Ever since the Portuguese seafarers reached Malacca in 1509, in 
their search for a sea route to the Far East, the Malayan peninsula has been a crossroads for many 
peoples, cultures and trade routes. And Penang, for example, is a wonderful place for a holiday by the 
sea – and a place to make personal acquaintance with the "Malaysia dollar," worth 100 sen. 
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Riyal,	  Rial,	  Ryal	  

	  

 
 

In Arab countries this was the original name for large European silver coins such as the taler and the 
peso. Later, the name was transferred to locally issued coins in such countries as Oman, Iran and 
Yemen, and remains the name of the local currencies in those countries to this day. In England and 
Scotland in the 15th and 16th centuries there were gold coins with this name, of which those portraying 
the beautiful and tragic Mary, Queen of Scots (1542-1567), are very rare and highly sought after. 
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Ruble	  

	  

 
 

This has been for three centuries the currency of the largest country in the world, but originally, in the 
13th and 14th centuries, the name "ruble" was connected with the cutting off (Russian "rubit’" = to cut 
off) of pieces of the large silver bars which in those days served the Russians as currency. Russian 
coinage remained backward until the reign of the reformer tsar Peter the Great, who introduced this 
coin, worth 100 copper copecks and modelled on western patterns – its weight of around 28.48 grams 
corresponded to that of the taler. Peter the Great also brought Russia into the circle of the European 
great powers. 
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Rupee	  

	  

 
 

Four or five million of these Indian silver coins are said to have been the price the Mogul Emperor Shah 
Jahan paid until 1653 to build the famous Taj Mahal, the tomb of his favourite wife. The word "rupee" 
comes from Sanskrit and means "wrought silver." From the reign of Akbar the Great (Mogul Emperor 
1556-1605) it was the standard silver coin of almost the whole of the Indian subcontinent. The later 
variants of this coin, which were minted by the British East India Company, and finally by the British 
crown, tell the story of the British Raj (British imperial rule) in India. When the Raj came to an end in 
1947, the rupee survived as the currency of both Pakistan (mainly Moslem) and India (mainly Hindu). 
But it is not only an Indian or Pakistani coin – its influence is also found in Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, 
Indonesia and Tibet. 
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Austrian	  shilling	  

	  

 
 

Until the introduction of the euro, this was an Austrian coin worth 100 groschen (groats), but back in the 
Dark Ages, the "Migration Period," it was the Germanic name for the Byzantine solidus and its 
imitations. When Charlemagne reorganised the system of weights, measures, and currency in his lands, 
he introduced the Carolingian pound worth 20 shillings, each worth 12 pence. This system of coinage 
survived for a long time – in Britain until decimalisation in 1971. In the course of its long history, the 
name "shilling" or "schilling" referred to a range of different coins from various regions and of various 
weights. It was also in use in Zurich, Switzerland, in the 15th century – ten "lots" (147 grams) of sugar 
cost five Austrian shillings, a pike (the fish, not the weapon) eight, and a "butt" (110 litres) of wine cost 
20 shillings. Around 1500 the highest weekly wage for a tailor’s journeyman apprentice was three 
shillings, or 36 pfennigs. 
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Scudo	  

	  

 
 

What do a shield and a gold or silver coin have in common? Correct – the design including a heraldic 
shield. And these gold or silver coins, mainly minted in the 16th and 17th centuries by some Italian 
mints, are called by the Italian word for "shield." The golden "shields" were popular as splendid display 
coins with beautiful portraits, for example that of the reigning duchess Giulia Varano from the duchy of 
Camerino (a great rarity!) The silver variant of the "shield" developed during the 16th century to 
become a large silver coin current all over Italy. Especially famous ones are the papal issues (around 
1550-1800) and the Venetian "della croce" type with the flowered cross and the lion coat of arms. 
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Sovereign	  

	  

 
 

This English gold coin, worth 20 shillings or one pound, has had two lives, so to speak. Its first birth 
took place in 1489 under Henry VII, whose portrait as a majestic enthroned ruler on the obverse gave it 
its name. Later it bore the proud portrait of Elizabeth I, who laid the foundations for Britain’s maritime 
and trading power. After a break of over 200 years (1604-1816) the sovereign was given a new lease of 
life under George III, and enormous numbers of them were minted using Matthew Boulton’s steam-
driven minting machines. The new reverse is striking – St George slaying the dragon, magnificently 
portrayed by Benedetto Pistrucci, the famous Italian coin designer. 
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Taler	  

	  

 
 

This large silver coin from Bohemia, like so many other things – not only coins – owes its name to its 
place of birth. In view of the rich silver deposits in central Europe, Duke Sigismund of Tyrol in 1484 hit 
on the idea of minting a silver coin equal in value to the gold gulden. In the second half of the 15th 
century, this was a way of accommodating the increased demands of trade, which could no longer be 
satisfied by the minting of gold. The new silver coins were soon used in all European countries, and 
were widely imitated, the name being adapted to fit many languages. As the peso de a ocho – the 
famous "pieces of eight" – it crossed the Atlantic, and its name lives on today in the name of the United 
States currency: "dollar" and "taler" pronounced with an American accent sound almost identical. 
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Testone	  

	  

 
 

This Italian silver coin was first minted in 1474 by the Milanese Duke Galleazo Maria Sforza – with a 
portrait of his head (testa) on the obverse! Soon other princes in the minting places of Renaissance Italy 
(e.g. Ferrara, Florence, Mantua, Messerano, Naples and Savoy) were minting these coins, which 
displayed the portrait of the appropriate ruler on the obverse, but differed in weight and value according 
to their place of minting. Is it perhaps a sign of the vanity of rulers that this Renaissance coin became 
the pattern for coins minted in France, Portugal, England, Scotland, Switzerland and southern 
Germany? 
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Unite	  

	  

 
 

The name of this coin refers to the uniting of the two kingdoms of England and Scotland in a personal 
union by James I of England, who was at the same time James VI of Scotland. This fact is also 
commemorated in the inscription on the coin: FACIAS EOS IN GENTEM UNAM (Thou shalt make 
them into one people), a prophetic motto for the rule of the new house of Stuart over both kingdoms. 
The gold coins were first minted in 1604, but continued only until the reign of Charles II. 


